Abstract—Elementary school children have short attention spans. This paper describes three multimodal speech and audio user interfaces that captured and held the attention of a few dozen elementary-school and high-school children during the course of a two-day university open house. The Speech Recognition Game demonstrated an isolated word recognizer with a rapidly-won game, in which children were challenged to get ten words in a row correctly recognized. The Audio Easter Egg Hunt demonstrated our timeliner multimedia analytics platform with a faster-than-real-time search through orchestral music for audio anomalies (cuckoo clocks, motorcycles, etc). Finally, at the Intonation Station, children had to pick the pitch contour that would help a friendly troll to successfully hunt dragons in the city of Champaign. Results suggest that competition, collaboration, and other forms of social interaction may motivate children more than prizes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Beckman Institute Open House [14] is a biennial outreach event at the University of Illinois, held in conjunction with the annual College of Engineering Open House [15], at which laboratories demonstrate their research in a style that is educational and entertaining for children and adults from the surrounding community. The Engineering Open House is more than a century old; the first Department of Physics Open House in 1906 was followed by an Electrical Engineering Open House in 1907, which attracted more than 1600 visitors (much to the surprise of its organizers). The open house is usually held on a Friday and Saturday. Visitors on Friday are usually elementary school classes; visitors on Saturday are usually families. The open house aims to generate excitement and to encourage children to pursue careers in the fields of science, technology, engineering and mathematics. The goal of the demonstration systems described in this paper was to educate children and to generate excitement specifically about the science, technology, engineering and mathematics of speech, audio, language and learning information environments.

Speech signal analysis has been used in educational software for at least twenty-five years [3], [7], [8], [10], [13], [18], and is now a necessary user interface technology for a wide variety of tutoring systems and computer games. There is therefore a considerable literature on the use of speech technology to teach children, but there is less consensus on the best methods to be used to teach children about speech technology. The demonstration systems described in this article were created without reference to the state of the art, because we are not sure that any state of the art has yet been defined in this field. Systems were therefore designed to incorporate our best understanding of standard educational principles, e.g., as expressed by [3]:

1) Communicate high expectations: Even in the chaos of a university open house, it is essential that children understand what they are supposed to be learning from each exhibit.
2) Encourage active learning: In the chaos of a university open house, a child will only pay attention to a task in which she is the protagonist.
3) Give prompt feedback: Children love games, because a game tells the child immediately whether or not she has succeeded in the assigned task.

This article describes three open house exhibits designed to teach children about the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics of Speech, Audio, Language and Learning Information Environments. The Speech Recognition Game was exhibited at the 2009 Beckman Open House, and built on our previous attempts to use a speech recognizer to teach speech technology. The Intonation Station, exhibited in 2011, taught the pragmatics of prosody to elementary and high school students using an interactive dragon-hunting game created entirely in Microsoft Powerpoint. The Audio Easter Egg Hunt, also exhibited in 2011, demonstrated the utility of time-frequency signal processing by challenging children to find audio anomalies (cuckoo clocks, mooing cows, motorcycles) in a two-hour classical music recording.

II. THE SPEECH RECOGNITION GAME

The Speech Recognition Game was developed as a testbed for automatic speech recognition (ASR) designed for people with gross motor disability, e.g., for users with Cerebral Palsy. Word recognition accuracy (WRA) of a speaker-dependent
ASR currently exceeds 99% for the most successful speakers; for example, the winner of the 2007 United States National Book Award for fiction, The Echo Maker, was dictated using ASR. Many adults with gross motor impairment, however, can use neither a keyboard nor ASR, because their impairment includes components of both manual disability and of dysarthria: reduced speech intelligibility caused by neuromotor impairment. One of our ongoing research projects seeks to develop ASR that is effective despite the distortions of dysarthria [17]. The Speech Recognition Game was developed initially so that people with dysarthria (typically users with Cerebral Palsy) could rapidly test speaker-dependent and speaker-adaptive ASR models. In order to showcase this research, we exhibited the Speech Recognition Game at the 2009 open house.

A. Motivation

The Speech Recognition Game was not the first time that we attempted to use a speech recognizer in a Beckman Open House exhibit. In 2003, for example, we exhibited our prosody-dependent speech recognition system [2]. Word recognition accuracy, of course, was not very high in the noisy environment of an open house, but a worse limitation was the “so what?” problem: children would talk to the speech recognizer, it would print a sentence that more or less resembled what they said, and then the child would give the verbal or non-verbal response, “so what?” The Speech Recognition Game attempted to solve this problem by turning speech technology into a game.

B. Design

The UA-Speech corpus (http://isle.illinois.edu/UASpeech) contains recordings of thirty-six subjects, including seventeen subjects with dysarthria [2]. Each subject recorded three blocks of isolated words, with rest breaks between blocks. The core words included digits (“zero” through “nine”), letters in the international radio alphabet (“alpha, bravo, charlie, . . .”), nineteen computer commands (“command, enter, paragraph, . . .”), and the one hundred most common words in the Brown corpus of written English (“is, it, . . .”) [11]. The uncommon words were selected from children’s novels digitized by Project Gutenberg (e.g., Wizard of Oz, Peter Pan) to maximize phone bigram diversity. Each subject recorded a total of 765 words, including 455 distinct words.

Talker-dependent HMM-based speech recognizers employing three configurations were developed and tested using the UA-Speech corpus: whole-word HMMs, monophone HMMs, and triphone HMMs. Whole-word HMMs used six states per word, while triphone HMMs used three states per triphone; each used two Gaussians per state. Results showed [17] that for talkers with intelligibility below 50% (less than 50% of their words correctly transcribed by human listeners), ASR generally outperforms human listeners. ASR had two important advantages over the human listeners: (1) it knew the vocabulary from which test items were being drawn, and (2) it knew the talker, in the sense that acoustic models were either speaker-dependent or speaker-adaptive. For very small vocabularies, therefore, ASR outperformed human listeners regardless of talker intelligibility, e.g., for talkers with an intelligibility of 25-75%. ASR was nevertheless able to recognize isolated digits with 90-100% word recognition accuracy. Subjects with intelligibility below 25% had much lower ASR accuracy in all tasks, but the automatic system almost always outperformed human listeners.

To test the utility of our isolated word recognition algorithms, we developed a speech recognition game. The player tries to raise the level of a green bar until it hits the top (ten correct recognitions). Prompt words are displayed, and the player pronounces each. Correctly recognized words raise the green bar. Incorrectly recognized words may be read again, manually replaced (by selecting from an N-best list using a button-press interface), or skipped, depending on the type of game the child has chosen to play. Three types of game were deployed: a game in which the child could respond by typing, a game in which the child had to accept the one-best ASR output, and a game in which the child could select the best output from an N-best list.

The user interface for the speech recognition game was programmed using Microsoft Visual C++. The back end speech recognition engine ran HVite [19] with pre-trained speaker-independent acoustic models. For the open house, two new sets of acoustic models were trained. Acoustic models for children were trained using the CMU-Kids speech corpus [6]. Acoustic models for adults were trained using TIDIGITS (and adults were therefore constrained to speak using only a ten-word vocabulary). To make the game more colorful, a set of large USB buttons (red, green, and yellow) was used to control all non-speech components of the user interface (Fig. 1).

C. Results

At the 2009 open house, more than 200 members of the public (about 150 children, 50 adults) took turns playing the Speech Recognition Game (Fig. 4). Most won the game with little trouble; first-pass word recognition accuracy trended around 90%. Children generally walked up to the game, played it once or twice, were given a sticker as a prize, then walked on to the next exhibit. Children who came to the exhibit in a group, and who competed against one another, were far more likely to be engaged in gameplaying than were children who approached one at a time.

III. INTONATION STATION

The goal of the Intonation Station was to explain the pragmatics of prosody to children and teenagers. When explaining
Fig. 1. Hardware setup for the Speech Recognition Game. Red, green and yellow external buttons were used to accept all non-speech user inputs. A green bar, displayed on the computer monitor, rose with each recognized word, to peak at ten correct recognitions.

Fig. 2. At the 2009 open house, more than 200 members of the public attempted the Speech Recognition Game. Most won with little trouble; first pass word recognition accuracy trended around 90%.

Fig. 3. The Intonation Station was designed to teach contrastive focus to children. A game player encounters a troll. Depending on the player’s response, the troll becomes either cooperative or confused.

prosody to undergraduates, we often begin with examples in which the presence vs. absence of a contrastive focus or phrase break clearly changes the meaning of the sentence. In order to teach prosody to K-12 students, the Intonation Station uses similar nuance shifts to change the narrative sequence of a game.

A. Design

When children walk up to the Intonation Station, they are greeted by a troll, who asks them, “Is Champaign a good place to hunt dragons?” (the Beckman Institute is situated on the border between two small cities, Champaign and Urbana). When the child clicks on an arrow key, she is taken to a screen that displays pitch contours (F0 as a function of time), transcriptions, and waveform links for three possible responses (Fig. 3). Children were invited to choose the most appropriate response. Responses differed in the location of the pitch accent:

1) Champaign IS a good place to hunt dragons.
2) CHAMP AIGN is a good place to hunt dragons.
3) Champaign is a good place to hunt DRAGONS.

All three responses contain the same words, but pragmatically, only response #1 is appropriate. Response #2 communicates that, although Champaign is a good place to hunt dragons, one should be careful to stay within the borders of the city, because outlying regions are less hospitable. Response #3 communicates that the dragons are easy to hunt, but one should beware of the gryphons and unicorns. If a child chooses to respond using response #2 or #3, the troll character becomes confused, suspicious and somewhat angry, and asks for clarification; if a child chooses to respond using response #1, then the game continues without interruption.

We initially planned to implement this game using Visual C++, but we realized that all necessary user interface components could be rapidly created in Powerpoint. The entire game was therefore created as a Powerpoint stack.

B. Results

Children traveling alone or with uninterested parents did not volunteer to play the Intonation Station, but the game was played by children traveling in groups (e.g., school trips) and by children traveling with their parents. Most children found the game too easy, and abandoned it after successfully passing the first prompt. Although it was not terribly successful
as a game, it was successful as a teaching tool and as a conversation starter. Everyone who attempted the game immediately grasped the meaning of the F0 contours (either alone or with a parent’s help). Those who continued the game through multiple levels usually did so because they wanted to learn more about contrastive focus. Generally, children actively participating in groups of more than one person (e.g., groups of children playing the game together and/or children playing the game together with an actively participating parent) were more likely to play past the first level than were children playing alone.

IV. AUDIO EASTER EGG HUNT

The human ear detects anomalous audio rapidly and with high accuracy. For example, rifle magazine insertion clicks are detected with 100% accuracy at 0 dB SNR in white noise, babble, or jungle noise [1]. Unfortunately, most people are only capable of listening to one sound at a time, making the rapid browsing of large audio databases much harder than the browsing of image, video, or text data. Audio visualization tools have the potential to show a user many sounds at once, possibly allowing him or her to detect an anomaly several orders of magnitude faster than “real time.” Our Timeliner application (Fig. 4) is an audio visualization interface that lets the user view a multi-hour recording in a single screen, and then smoothly and rapidly zoom in to regions of interest, changing from scales coarser than ten minutes per pixel to scales as small as 10µs per pixel (60000000:1, about six temporal orders of magnitude). The goal of the Audio Easter Egg Hunt was to exhibit our Timeliner application, and thereby to teach elementary and high school students about the visualization of audio using spectrograms and other time-frequency representations.

A. Design

The Timeliner application is a multi-parameter zoomable timeline, in the spirit of “non-linear editing” video editing suites. Its source datafile is a single audio recording several hours long. It displays parameters derived from the source data in the form of stacked images, synchronized over a horizontal timeline (Fig. 4). Displayed parameters include the waveform, the spectrogram [4], a spectrogram transformed to reduce the visual salience of non-anomalous events (salience-maximizing features [12]), and a plot of the output log likelihoods from a bank of supervised classifiers [21], [20].

Timeliner was prototyped in the scripting language Ruby, rendering both line-based waveforms and texture-map spectrograms in OpenGL. Ruby’s interactivity let us quickly evaluate many user-interface ideas. The final “two-handed input” design uses the mouse and its scrollwheel for continuous panning and zooming at a steady 60 frames per second (fps), orders of magnitude faster than a traditional timeline editor’s speed.

While the right hand operates the mouse, the left hand operates keys without the user needing to look at the keyboard. For example, panning is done with keys “a” and “d,” zooming with “w” and “s.” (This “W ASD” layout for mouse-keyboard real-time games gained dominance in the mid-1990s, and was familiar to most of the children who visited our exhibit.) The thumb on the spacebar starts and pauses audio playback.

Panning and zooming through data at such high speeds uncovered a latent flaw in traditional rendering of data as waveforms or heatmaps. Because one pixel or texel represents a considerable amount of data when zoomed out, Timeliner’s 60 fps zoom rate demands computational shortcuts. Unfortunately, the traditional shortcut of undersampling causes flickering powerful enough to effectively obscure data until zooming ceases. Because this defeats the whole point of Timeliner, namely skimmin the data and “formulating database queries” in real time, we eliminated this flickering with a multiscale cache. This data structure, given the time interval spanned by a texel, yields that interval’s minimum, mean, and maximum data values, in time logarithmic to the length of the original dataset. (The naive linear-time approach fails utterly for long recordings.) The cache works with both scalar data (waveforms) and vector data (spectrograms, saliency maps, or anything else in our HTK-based audio parameter format [19]). The final rendering stage converts a min-mean-max triplet into
a hue-saturation-value (HSV) color, through a color transfer function chosen for that kind of data.

Timeliner was demonstrated at the 2011 open house in the form of an Audio Easter Egg Hunt. Visitors were each given 80 seconds to find anomalous sounds in 100 minutes of classical music (orchestral, without singing). “Anomalies” were obviously anomalous when one heard them, e.g., anomalies included a cow mooing, a cuckoo clock and two types of birdcalls, a motorcycle, a “Pac-Man” video game character, and several types of spaceships and ray guns. The challenge was to find the anomalies entirely from the visual display (which is very fast), rather than listening to the audio in real time (which is very slow).

Besides its use at the open house, the Audio Easter Egg Hunt has also been demonstrated to groups touring the University of Illinois, including K-12 field trips, science camps, visiting researchers, delegates at university-funded academic conferences and workshops, and international goodwill tour groups. The Integrated Systems Laboratory (ISL: home of co-authors Kaczmarski and Goudeseune) is funded in part by Beckman Foundation funds, for the purpose of providing virtual reality and user interface infrastructure to other groups in the Beckman Institute; ISL demonstrates virtual reality research to 2-10 tour groups weekly. Through the University’s Office of Public Engagement, the ISL frequently recruits potential students currently in their junior and senior years of high school, focusing on underrepresented groups from major metropolitan areas. First-year undergraduates at the University of Illinois have been known to cite ISL’s virtual reality demonstrations (first seen when they were in elementary or high school) as a reason for their interest in science.

B. Results

Fig. 5 shows the performance of some visitors to our Audio Easter Egg Hunt in the Beckman open house, March 11-12, 2011. Fifteen kinds of anomalies were uniformly distributed in the music, averaging one per 25 seconds of music, each of duration 1 to 4 seconds, so a brute-force listening strategy would expect to find 3 anomalies. Fig. 5 shows that the the median visitor was able to find nine anomalies in the eighty second game (an anomaly-discovery acceleration rate of 3.0 times real time), but that a few visitors achieved much higher acceleration rates.

Most visitors were 8 to 12 years old, and had no prior experience with spectrograms at all, let alone with our particular implementation thereof. One 6-year old visitor was notable because, despite her age, she was able to find anomalies at a rate of more than 7 times faster than real time. More than half the visitors were female. Throughout the two days, we posted scores on a scoreboard visible to visitors. This seemed to provoke new visitors to try to do well in the game, as it gave them a benchmark by which to compare their performance to others. Still, almost no visitors tried to play the game repeatedly in order to improve their score (although the same cannot be said for some of this paper’s co-authors). This may be attributed to the dozens of other interesting exhibits less than a hundred paces away.

V. DISCUSSION: LESSONS LEARNED

The systems described here were all formulated as interactive games, and therefore all three were popular with children visiting the open house. There were, however, some differences among these systems.

A of the key difference is best summarized by Chickering and Gamson’s second “Principle for Good Practice:” Develop reciprocity and cooperation among students [3]. All of the systems described in this article were one-player games. We discovered after the fact that a child’s attention span is best captured, even in a one-player game, if his or her performance is measured against that of other children, even using the indirect social context provided by a high-score list (Fig. 5). In the Speech Recognition Game, for example, children who came to the exhibit in a group, and who competed against one another, were far more likely to be engaged in gameplaying than were children who approached one at a time. The difference between individual and cooperative play was even more starkly demonstrated by the dragon-hunting game in Intonation Station, perhaps because the dragon-hunting game is relatively easy to play as a group; groups of children can make jokes about the plausibility of hunting dragons in rural Illinois, about the absurdity of the troll’s voice, and so on.
Therefore, groups may inadvertently spend a great deal more time playing the game than a child alone. The implied lesson is that future open house demonstrations of speech, audio, language and learning information environments should be designed as multi-player games, rather than as single-player games.
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